
TGA SENIOR CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP Rules

September 7-8, 2013

RULES: USGA Rules of Golf will apply. The scores will be posted by the Handicap Committee. 
Rangefinders are acceptable for measuring distances, not slope.

LOCAL RULES: Reynolds Hole #10 Left Side – Lateral Water Hazard - from tee box to end of culvert, 
any ball in ditch or left of ditch or in the woods is considered in the hazard. If ball is not found or 
unplayable, the player has the option to take relief by dropping a ball within two club lengths where it 
entered the hazard with a one-shot penalty or other options as provided by the Rules of Golf.

Any additional local rules will be posted before each round.

FORMAT: 36 Hole Individual Stroke Play Event

FLIGHTS: On Saturday, the Reynolds course, flights 1 & 2 will play blue tees, and play gross. Flight 3 
will play from the white tees, and play net. On Sunday, the Championship course, all flights will play 
from the white tees.

FLIGHT WINNERS: The player returning the lowest 36 hole score in each flight will be declared the 
winner of the flight. If there is a tie for 1st place, there will be a sudden-death playoff to determine the 
winner. Resolution of ties for other positions will be determined by the USGA recommended method.

GREENIES/CLOSEST TO THE PINS: $5 each day. 
On Reynolds, CTP on #8 and #12; Greenies on #3 and #17.
On Championship, CTP on #3 and #16, Greenies on #7 and #11. 

SCORING: One scorecard per player shall be returned to the Tournament Committee with two 
signatures. A scorecard is deemed returned when the score is posted on the scoreboard.

PACE OF PLAY: Each group shall keep pace with the group ahead.  If a team fails to keep pace, the 
group or individual player may be subject to a warning and penalty.

DOUBT AS TO PROCEDURE: RULE 3-3 – If a competitor is doubtful of his rights or procedure, he 
may, without penalty, complete the hole with two balls. After the doubtful situation has arisen and 
before taking further action, the competitor must announce to his fellow-competitor that he intends to 
play two balls and which ball he wishes to count if the Rules permit.  The competitor must report the 
facts of the situation to the Tournament Committee before returning his score card. If he fails to do so, 
he is disqualified.

TOURNAMENT COMMITTEE: The TGA Tournament Committee shall resolve any disputes or 
doubtful points and its decision shall be final.


